Name:

1. Assignment content addresses questions asked in assignment (0-6).

   0 1 2 3 4 5 6
   unacceptable  OK  good v.good excellent

2. Integrativeness & degree to which write-up draws broadly from relevant course material (0-12)

   0 2 4 6 8 10 12
   unacceptable  OK  good v.good excellent

3. Appropriate and accurate application of specific concepts (0-6)

   0 1 2 3 4 5 6
   unacceptable  OK  good v.good excellent

4. Understanding of concepts and other material discussed (0-6)

   0 1 2 3 4 5 6
   unacceptable  OK  good v.good excellent

5. Precision, thoroughness, and quality of write-up (0-6)

   0 1 2 3 4 5 6
   unacceptable  OK  good v.good excellent

6. Thoughtfulness and insightfulness of write-up (0-6)

   0 1 2 3 4 5 6
   unacceptable  OK  good v.good excellent

7. Coherence, organization, clarity, and quality of writing and expression (0-6)

   0 1 2 3 4 5 6
   unacceptable  OK  good v.good excellent

8. Were all required e-mail exchanges completed, and are they attached (0-12)

   0 2 4 6 8 10 12
   unacceptable  OK  good v. good excellent

   TOTAL POINTS   __________/60 = ________/10%

Comments: